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Abstract: In the field of electrocoagulation (EC), various studies on pollutant removal and on the
use of different EC technologies have already been made. An EC process generates sludge, which is
considered waste, resulting in increased operational costs that come from waste disposal. Sludge
contains valuable materials, such as the nutrients or metals removed during water purification,
along with metals, such as aluminum or iron, which come from the electrodes used in an EC
system. Based on the principles of circular economy or based on existing legislations, reducing
the production of valuable wastes, and increasing the valorization rate of as many materials as
possible are important endeavors. This study is mainly a review of the existing sludge valorization
studies. This review highlights the valorization of sludge as a fertilizer (mainly as struvite), pigment,
construction material (mainly as blocks), adsorbent, and catalyst. While it has already been found
that EC sludge is valorizable, more studies on EC sludge valorization and on the quality of sludge
produced from the effluent of EC processes are warranted.
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1. Introduction

A large amount of wastes are generated worldwide annually. In the European Union
(EU), approximately 6000 kg of waste is produced by one EU citizen per year, and only a
small fraction of such waste is recycled. A notable amount of secondary materials, such as
metals and plastics, still end up in landfills [1]. The EU has implemented regulations on
waste management, such as the recovery and valorization of secondary raw materials [2].
Given the implementation of such regulations and given the public’s preference for more
environmentally friendly products to ensure a sustainable future, it is important to identify
various means to recycle potentially valuable waste streams.

Electrocoagulation (EC) is a technology involving an electrochemical technique. It has
been widely studied and used in a mining wastewater treatment facility in Sydney, Aus-
tralia, in oil de-emulsification in Maca, Brazil, and in residential construction stormwater
treatment in Ridgefield, United States of America. Since EC was first introduced in the late
19th century [3], it has been widely studied in different water treatment applications. Vari-
ous models of EC processes [3–7] have been published. Most of these studies have focused
on the removal of substances, such as nutrients [8,9], pharmaceuticals/bacteria [10,11],
or metals [12,13]. Several review studies have already been made on different EC technolo-
gies or processes [4–6,14–16] or on the removal of various substances [16–20]. Meanwhile,
the demand for recycling has been increasing globally, and environmental regulations for all
waste products are becoming stringent worldwide. Therefore, technological developments
that will decrease the amounts of wastes that end in landfills are important.

EC removes impurities from waters; however, it generates gases and sludge, which may
be considered wastes, rendering studies on sludge valorization important. The possible
uses of EC sludge have not yet been widely explored, and only a few studies on sludge uti-
lization or valorization in certain fields have been conducted. While a few studies on the use
of sludge as fertilizers, pigments, construction materials, absorbents, and catalysts [9,21–23]
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and a few studies on EC sludge valorization have been reported, to our best knowledge,
no practical reviews on this subject have been published. Thus, this review focuses on the
EC sludge valorization studies that were published between 2010 and 2020. Therefore,
there is a need for a review of EC sludge valorization studies.

2. Theory of Electrocoagulation

EC was developed in the late 19th century. Different EC systems have been widely
studied worldwide. Various types of batch and continuous EC systems exist, all of which
are based upon the same principles, which are explained below.

2.1. Description of the EC System

EC systems involve different techniques, such as coagulation, oxidation, flotation,
and sedimentation, during water treatment [6]. As a result, EC has been used in various
fields such as metal and pharmaceutical removal [5,10,13,17–20,24,25]. In an EC system,
the arrangement of electrodes could be one of three main types: parallel monopolar
electrode connection (MP-P), series monopolar electrode connection (MP-S), and series
bipolar electrode connection (BP-S) [3,26], all of which use DC current (Figure 1). When an
EC system consists of multiple electrode pairs, the electricity feed system can be any of
these types; MP-P is always the electricity feed for a single pair feed system. Additionally,
most continuous systems involve the MP-P electricity feed system [3,5,27].
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Figure 1. Electrode connections in EC systems. (a) MP-P, (b) MP-S, and (c) BP-S connections, modified
from Sahu et al. [16].

EC can be used either as a batch process or as a continuous process. A batch process
usually consists of the following components: a power source, a stirrer, electrodes, and a
reactor container. In most batch systems, the electrodes are hanging. The main differences
between batch systems are the cap size between electrodes, the electrode materials, and the
reactor volume [5,7,17–19]. The components of continuous systems are the same as above,
but their reactor design varies [5].

2.2. Chemical Reactions in an EC Process

Figure 2 presents the complexity of an EC process [6], which is influenced by different
variables, such as pH, concentration, and current, along with other parameters. The overall
mechanism of EC involves the combination of electrochemistry, coagulation, and hydro-
dynamics. During an EC process, the anode dissolves itself into a solution, whereas the
cathode generates gases (mainly hydrogen (H2)) [6,27]. The EC process produces H2 gas,
which could replace up to 13% of the total energy used in EC process [27]. This information
was derived from the process itself.
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Figure 2 presents the sludge formation. Metal ions are produced from the dissolving
anodes, which react with different pollutants present in the solution. Flocculation and
coagulation are the main reactions during sludge formation. Sludge either settles at the
bottom or rises to the top, along with the H2 gas produced during the reaction of the
cathode with the wastewater.

Different reactions occur depending on the electrode materials used. The most com-
monly used electrodes are aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe). Chen [7] described anode leaching
and precipitation under alkaline or acidic conditions in reactions 1–6:

Al − 3e → Al3+ (Reaction 1)

at alkaline conditions
Al3+ + 3 OH− → Al(OH)3 (Reaction 2)

at acidic conditions
Al3+ + 3 H2O → Al(OH)3 + 3 H+ (Reaction 3)

For iron anode:
Fe − 2 e → Fe2+ (Reaction 4)

at alkaline conditions
Fe2+ + 3 OH− → Fe(OH)2 (Reaction 5)

at acidic conditions

4 Fe2+ + O2 + 2 H2O → 4 Fe3+ + 4 OH− (Reaction 6)

In addition to the traditional Fe and Al electrodes, other electrode materials can be
used as dissolving electrodes. An anodic electrode, such as magnesium (Mg) anode, can be
used as a source of coagulant [28]. Song et al. [29] described an anodic dissolution of Mg
using the chemical reactions 7–9, as follows:

Mg↔Mg+ + e− (Reaction 7)
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Mg+ + H2O→Mg2+ + OH− + 0.5 H2 (Reaction 8)

2 H2O + 2 e− → 2 OH− + H2 (Reaction 9)

Reaction 7 is assumed to be the rate-determining step, and Mg+ is oxidized into Mg2+

in reaction 8. Reaction 9 presents the cathodic reduction reaction. These reactions are
possibly more complex individually.

A relationship exists between current density (A/cm2) and the amount of metal
dissolved (g/M/cm3), which is calculated using the Faraday’s Law [30] and presented in
Equation (1):

mmetal =
I × ts ×M

z× F
(1)

The efficiencies of different EC processes can be compared based on the following
parameters: applied current density, treatment time, pH, cap between electrodes, solution
temperature, water flow rate, chemical composition of sludge, and electrode material used.
EC offers some advantages over conventional coagulation, such as production of sludge
with a better quality and lower volume, easy automation, and use of simple equipment [15].

2.3. Properties of EC Sludge

Studies [15,16,31] have shown that EC produces less sludge than conventional chemi-
cal precipitation (CP). In these studies, the volume of EC sludge is less than 2%. The volume
of the sludge differs in different element purifications and methods as shown at Table 1.
Ilhan et al. [31] studied the impact of time and pH on sludge production. They found
that a longer reaction time and an increasing pH correlated with greater sludge volume.
Emamjomeh and Sivakumar [32] studied the effects of current density on sludge volume
and found correlation between them. Moreover, a linear relationship was observed between
sludge formation and current density at different flow rates.

Table 1. Some examples of sludge volume with different EC methods and electrodes.

EC Process (B = Batch
and C = Continuous)

Electrode Material
(Anode/Cathode)

Sludge Formation
(kg/m3) Water Treated Reference

C Mg/Mg 0.61–3.04 Humic acid water Rajaniemi et al.,
2021 [9]

B Mg/Mg 1.72–2.55 Humic acid water Rajaniemi et al.,
2021 [9]

B Fe/Fe 0.081–0.084 Battery industry
wastewater

Mansoorian et al.,
2014 [12]

B Stainless Steel (SS)/SS 0.069–0.073 Battery industry
wastewater

Mansoorian et al.,
2014 [12]

B Al/Al 3.22–4.83 Paper mill wastewater Sahu et al., 2014 [16]
B Fe/Fe 10.99–12.35 Paper mill wastewater Sahu et al., 2014 [16]

Mollah et al. [15] have reported some advantages of EC sludge over the conventional
CP sludge. EC is a technique that generates low volume of sludge, which mainly consists
of metallic oxide/hydroxide. As a result, EC sludge is easy to de-water, and it settles
easily. Additionally, EC flocs are larger than CP flocs, and the sludge contains less wa-
ter [33]. Moreover, EC sludge is acid resistant and stable. It is also easily obtained through
filtration [15].
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Gomes et al. [34] characterized EC sludge in their study and found that different metal
hydroxides (MH) and metal oxyhydroxides (MOH) form in the sludge. The MH and MOH
species that would form depend on the electrode material used; for example, Al electrodes
form aluminum hydroxide and/or aluminum oxyhydroxides in the sludge. The sludge
produced from Al electrodes display an amorphous or poor crystalline appearance, whereas
sludge produced from Fe electrodes display crystalline phases similar to those of magnetite.
Other chemical compounds also form in the sludge depending on what was coagulated
from the water and on what electrode material was used.

The basic principles of sludge formation can be observed in every EC process, but each
sludge must be considered case-specific because its quality depends on different parameters,
such as the electrodes used, and the quality of the water being purified. All sludges contain
common contents, such as the leached material from electrodes mostly in the form of MH
or MOH, as well as the materials coagulated from treated water (e.g., metals). Moreover,
all sludges are stable, and EC sludge, in particular, settles easily. Studies cited in this review
are research-based. Rajaniemi et al [9] studied struvite formation and some of the sludge
settled to the bottom of the tank. Sahu et al [16] found that iron electrodes produce heavier
sludge than aluminum electrodes. Characteristics of EC sludge is different in different
purification method and with different electrodes as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Some examples of sludge elements with different EC methods and electrodes.

Electrode Material
(Anode/Cathode)

Main Elements/Components (Total Sum
over 90%) Water Treated Reference

Mg/Mg MgNH4PO4 6 H2O (98–100%) Humic acid water Rajaniemi et al., 2021 [9]
Mg/Mg MgNH4PO4 6 H2O (93–100%) Humic acid water Rajaniemi et al., 2021 [9]

SS/SS C (32.26%), Fe (26.63%) O (23.27%), Cl
(4.03%), Cr (3.31%) Distellery effluent Sharma & Joshi, 2016 [21]

Ti/Ti O (65.57%), Ti(22.31%), C (11.09%) Synthetic wastewater Shon et al., 2010 [35]
Fe/Fe FeO (76.95%), Na2O (10.82%), SO3 (9.80%) Yogurt industry water Tezcan Un and Ozel, 2013 [36]
Fe/Fe Fe (83%); Mg (7.0%), Si (4.6%) Battery industry wastewater Adyale et al., 2013 [37]

3. Valorization Applications

Chapters 3.1–3.6 present an overview of the sludge valorization studies highlighting
different sludge valorization possibilities. In Finland, the waste tax cost is approximately
70 €/ton of landfilled waste. In the future, waste tax will increase. All values presented in
the following chapters are obtained from the original studies and have not been treated in
any way. In many cases, such as adsorption and catalyst use, EC sludge has to be calcinated
before use. As a fertilizer, there is no need for any additional treatment of sludge.

3.1. Valorization of Sludge as Fertilizer

Nitrogen (N) and phosphor (P) are important nutrients for all living organisms. These
nutrients promote plant growth and, thereby, help in satisfying the food demand of the
ever-increasing human population [38–41]. The cycle of N from the atmosphere to land
and water bodies proceeds via different routes [40]; by contrast, the earthly cycle of P is
not as easy to describe [38,41]. The application of N and P fertilizers has increased quite
rapidly. Their prices have also considerably increased, and these fertilizers are currently
unavailable to many farmers [25,39,41,42].

Some studies have investigated struvite precipitation through EC. Struvite is also
known as magnesium ammonium phosphate (MAP). Table 3 presents the recent studies
on struvite precipitation using EC systems at pH 5–12.5, but the studies were performed
mainly at pH 7–9. The anode material used in one study was Al, whereas Mg was used
in all other studies. The cathode materials used in different studies varied. As regards
removal efficiency, for P it was over 90% in most studies.
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Table 3. Recent studies on struvite formation through EC.

Electrocoagulation
Process (B = Batch

and C =
Continuous)

Authentic (A)
and/or

Synthetic (S)
Water

Anode/Cathode
Material

pH
Range

Maximum
Purity of

MAP

Molar
Ratio of

MAP
(P:Mg:N)

Maximum
Removal

Efficiency of
Phosphor (%)

Maximum
Removal

Efficiency of
Nitrogen (%)

Reference

B, C A, S Mg/Mg 7.6–9 98.1 % 1:01:01 93.6 79.4 Rajaniemi et al.,
2021 [9]

B A, S Mg/Mg 7.5–9.3 90 % various 98 n.d. Kruk et al.,
2014 [28]

B S Mg/air 7–8.5 n.d. various 98 n.d. Kim et al.,
2018 [43]

C A Mg/Carbon 5–12.5 high various 99.5 n.d. Wang et al.,
2019 [44]

B A Mg/Steel 8.9–12.8 n.d. 1:1.1:1 84 n.d.
Hug &

Udert., 2013
[45]

C A Al/Ti/RuO2 8.8–9.5 n.d. 1:01:01 87.3 n.d. Garcia et al.,
2013 [46]

B A/S Mg/Steel 8–9.5 n.d. 1:1.1:1 95 n.d. Lin et al.,
2018 [47]

B A Mg/Steel 6–9 95.7 n.d. 93 94 Huang et al.,
2016 [48]

Our research group [9] compared CP with one batch and one continuous EC method
involving Mg anode and cathode in terms of struvite precipitation. In the MINEQL+
program, the optimal conditions for struvite formation were defined in the experiments.
The molar N:P:Mg ratio was set to 1:1:1. Authentic water and synthetic water were used.
The phosphate removal ranged from 71.6% to 93.6%, and the ammonium removal ranged
from 51.5% to 79.4% of their initial concentrations in water. The maximum purity of struvite
was 98.1%, and struvite formation was heavily dependent on pH. The struvite yield ranged
from 0.61 kg/m3 to 3.04 kg/m3, whereas the cost of precipitated struvite ranged from
0.22 €/kg to 0.55 €/kg. Both EC methods were found to be suitable for struvite precipitation
from P- and N-rich waters, but costs were slightly higher in EC than in CP.

Kruk et al. [28] studied struvite precipitation using Mg sacrificial anode and Mg
cathode. In this study, two water types were used: pure synthetic water solution and
fermented waste activated sludge water obtained from a wastewater treatment plant.
They used an N:P ratio of 1.9:1 (mol/mol) in synthetic water, where the concentrations of
ammonia (NH3) and P were 98–490 mg/L and 105–548 mg/L, respectively. In the authentic
water, the molar N:P ratio ranged from 1:1.05 to 1:1.16, and the resulting P removal rate
ranged from 95% to 98%. This study demonstrated that the batch EC process can be used
for high purity struvite precipitation under different pH values. Additionally, it showed
that a higher current produces struvite with higher purity. This study was performed using
a small (1 L) batch, and comparability with full scale or continuous EC process remains
unclear. Moreover, only one molar N:P ratio was used in this study.

Kim et al. [43] studied Mg–air fuel cell EC in struvite production. They used various
N:P ratios, where the N concentration was fixed at 0.277 M and the PO4-P concentration
ranged from 0.006 M to 0.1 M. The phosphate removal efficiency increased with higher Mg:P
ratio, and it did not depend on the initial concentration of electrolyte NaCl. The highest
P removal of 98% was observed at 0.01 M concentration. They also found that current
density and pH influenced struvite formation. The Mg–air fuel cell was found to be similar
to conventional Mg EC when used as a struvite recovery method. This study used only
synthetic water to optimize the molar N:P ratio. No comparison to any real wastewater in
terms of the molar N:P ratio was performed.

The effect of pH on struvite precipitation in EC was investigated by Wang et al. [44].
Actual swine wastewater was treated with continuous EC using Mg sacrificial anode and
carbon cathode; the flow rate was 20 L/h, the phosphate concentrations ranged from
20 mg/L to 100 mg/L, and the pH values ranged from 8.3 to 9.2. The phosphate recovery
efficiency was 99.5%, the highest rate achieved after 4 h at pH 9.2. In the actual swine
water, the N:P ratio was 2:1, the struvite yield was 21.9 g/m2 h, and the operational cost
was 1.45 ¥/m3. The above method is suitable for struvite precipitation using continuous
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EC. The water used in this study was simulated water, and the water concentration was
obtained from authentic water, but no tests using authentic water were performed.

Hug and Udert [45] used urine from men’s collection tank as a water source in their
study using a batch EC setup with Mg anode and steel cathode. The reactor contained 1 L
of urine stirred at approximately 275 rpm. The optimal Mg:P ratio was calculated to be
1:1 mol/mol theoretically, but in their experiment, the value was closer to 1.5:1. The total
phosphate removal rate lies between 59% and 84%. The pH values ranged from 8.9 to
12.8. They found that EC is a feasible process for struvite precipitation, but it is costlier
than using MgO. Additionally, they provided a good comparison of the four different Mg
sources. EC has a high electricity consumption, increasing its cost. They used a 5.5 cm space
between electrodes, and electricity consumption dependent on distances of the electrodes.
The use of a smaller cap between electrodes should be studied.

Garcia et al. [46] studied struvite precipitation from dairy industry wastewater.
They used continuous EC with a fluid flow of 75 L/h and with Al anode and Ti/ruthenium
oxide (RuO2) cathode. Struvite precipitation was undertaken from sludge with MgCl2 and
NH4OH in liquid solution. The reaction pH was controlled within 8.8–9.2. This method
is also suitable for struvite precipitation from EC sludge. However, this method does not
produce struvite straight from EC, and its economic soundness was not compared with
that of other struvite precipitation methods.

Lin et al. [47] used simulated and real slurry from swine biogas digestion in their
EC experiments. They used a novel two-chamber batch electrolysis equipment with Mg
anode and stainless-steel cathode. The total volume of the reactor was 1 L. In the simulated
slurry, they used the same NH4:PO4 ratio as in the real one, but in the absence of other
components. They used ion exchange membranes to avoid ion movements and ultimately
prevent pH fluctuations. The pH range was 8.0–9.5. They found that the ion exchange
membrane increased phosphate removal and that this method is suitable for struvite
precipitation. There was a 3.5 cm cap between electrodes, and a membrane was placed
between electrodes; a smaller cap uses less energy. This study did not present the economic
soundness of the real-life application of this system.

Huang et al. [48] studied the simultaneous removal of ammonia-nitrogen (NH3-N)
and phosphate recovery using EC. They coupled three reactors and used Mg anode and
stainless-steel cathode in their electrolysis reactor within pH 6–9. They managed to produce
struvite with 95.7% purity under the optimal conditions of 2 mA/cm2 current density
and 45 min reaction time. A removal rate of 93 was achieved for phosphate and 94 for
NH3-N. They found that the system used was suitable for struvite precipitation from swine
wastewater. This study has proven that simultaneous recovery of P and N is possible with
batch EC process.

In summary, studies have investigated struvite precipitation during EC treatment, and
promising results were obtained. Most of these studies treated only one or a maximum of
two water types. Different authentic water types must be investigated using the same EC
processes and parameters. Current density, reaction time, and molar P:N ratio in a treated
solution are important factors in struvite precipitation. To date, this field remains poorly
studied, and more studies from the economic and ecological points of view are warranted.
Struvite is a useful slow-release nutrient and an eco-friendly fertilizer [49], and EC is one
easy means to produce it.

3.2. Valorization of Sludge as an Adsorbent and Catalyst

Variables such as pH, initial adsorbate concentration, reaction time, adsorbent surface
area, and material to be adsorbed affect the adsorption capacity of an adsorbent material.
A catalyst enhances a chemical reaction, but it does not participate in it. Catalysts are
characterized based on their activity in a reaction, selectivity, and reusability. The most
commonly used catalytic materials are metal catalysts.
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3.2.1. Valorization of Sludge as an Adsorbent

The use of EC sludge in anionic dye removal has been studied. Golder et al. [23]
studied red dye removal by using sludge formed during an EC process involving Al
electrodes and synthetic aqueous water containing basic chromium sulfate [Cr(OH)SO4].
The sludge was prepared into an adsorbent by drying it at 105 ◦C for 12 h and by grinding
it into powder form. In the adsorption test, the optimal speed when mixing water solution
and the adsorbent was 200 rpm. The dye removal rate was higher under low pH values.
Moreover, the removal rate was higher under lower dye concentration and higher adsorbent
dosage. The maximum adsorption capacity was 513 mg/g at the initial pH of 3. The EC
sludge that is formed in EC processes involving Al electrodes is a suitable adsorbent for
red dye. No further characterization of these adsorbent materials was presented.

Golder et al. [50] studied how EC sludge can be used as an adsorbent for phosphate
removal. They used EC sludge generated from an EC process involving Al electrodes
and a synthetic solution of chrome sulphate. The sludge was calcinated at 600 ◦C and
then ground into powder. They studied the effects of stirrer speed, initial adsorbent
concentration, adsorbent dosage, and pH on phosphate removal. Their results showed that
the stirrer speed exerted a small effect or none at all on the removal rate. The increase in
initial adsorbent concentration and adsorbent dosage increased the removal rate of initial P.
The P removal rate decreased when pH increased. The maximum adsorption capacity was
23.3 mg/g at pH 3. They concluded that electrocoagulated metal hydroxides are suitable
adsorbents for phosphate removal.

Yilmaz et al. [51] studied red textile dye removal by using the EC sludge of geothermal
water with Al electrodes. After being filtered and dried, the EC sludge was calcinated at
500 ◦C for 2 h and then ground. They examined the effect of pH, stirrer speed, dye con-
centration, adsorbent dosage, and temperature on red dye removal. The lower the pH,
the better the red dye removal, and a stirrer speed of 200 was found to be optimal. Dye re-
moval rate was greater under higher dye concentrations. With increasing adsorbent dosage,
the percent removal rate for red dye also increased. The temperature data showed that
the process was endothermic, and that the removal rate lightly increased with increasing
temperature. The maximum adsorption capacity was 192.31 mg/g at 50 ◦C. Overall, the re-
sults showed that the calcinated EC sludge produced after treatment using Al electrodes is
suitable as an adsorbent material for red dye removal.

Yilmaz et al. [52] used EC sludge generated after boron (B) removal using Al elec-
trodes. Their main objective was to use EC sludge as an adsorbent for fluoride (F−) removal.
The treatment of EC sludge was the same as in Yilmaz et al. [51]. In this study, the opti-
mal pH was 6.0, and the F− removal rate was 71.2%. The higher the adsorbent dosage,
the higher the F− removal rate. By contrast, a higher initial F− concentration correlated
with lower removal rate. Moreover, a correlation was observed between particle size and
removal rate. When the particle size increases, the removal rate decreases. Furthermore,
higher temperatures correlated with lower removal rates. The optimal stirrer speed was
300 rpm, and the maximum adsorption capacity was 124.6 mg/g at pH 6.0 with a dosage
of 0.4 g/100 mL. They concluded that EC sludge is a promising alternative sorbent for
F− removal.

Table 4 shows the wide range of investigated pH values, and acidic pH values have
been found to be optimal for the usage of EC sludge as an adsorbent. Calcination was
performed in most studies. All of the studies have used Al electrodes and synthetic
solutions in their adsorption experiments. The adsorbent dosing was 0.1–4 g/L, and the
adsorption capacity was 23.3–513 mg/g. More studies on the use of EC sludge as an
adsorbent for various substances are needed. Most of the studies have found that initial
concentration, pH, stirrer speed, and particle sizes affect removal rates.
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Table 4. Studies on EC sludge valorization as an adsorbent.

Authentic
(A) and/or
Synthetic
(S) Water

Anode/
Cathode
Material

pH
Range

Sludge Calci-
nating/Drying
Temperature

and Time

Maximum
Adsorption

Capacity
Optimal

pH
Adsorbed
Material

Optimal
Stirrer
Speed

Dosing of
Adsorbent
Material

Reference

S Al/Al 3–10.4 105 ◦C/12 h 513 mg/g 3 red dye 200 0.2–1.6 g/L Golder et al.,
2006 [23]

S Al/Al 3–11 600 ◦C/3 h 23.3 mg/g 3 phosphate 200 0.2–0.4 mg/L Golder et al.,
2006 [50]

S Al/Al 2–8 500 ◦C/4 h 192 mg/g 2 red textile
dye 200 0.1–1.5 g/L Yilmaz et al.,

2011 [51]
S Al/Al 2–10 500 ◦C/4 h 125 mg/g 6 fluoride 300 1–4 g/L Yilmaz et al.,

2015 [52]

3.2.2. Valorization of EC Sludge as a Catalyst

Among the commonly used catalysts are iron oxide-based materials, which are used
in various applications. EC sludge may contain iron oxide-based materials. Pandey and
Thakur [53] studied the qualities of paper mill EC sludge and found that this sludge can be
used as a catalyst because of its high metal content. They only mentioned this idea on the
basis of the characteristics that render the sludge suitable for catalytic use, and they did
not validate this idea through quantitative assessments.

Ghanbari et al. [24] studied the removal of titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles and
the catalytic activity of the generated EC sludge. They used synthetic TiO2 solution and
a 200 mL EC equipment to produce sludge in the laboratory. The sludge was dried at
105 ◦C for 1 h and then calcinated at 400 ◦C. This EC sludge was considered a potential
catalyst of peroxymonosulfate activation for ciprofloxacin degradation. They studied this
EC sludge at different dosages and pH values. The result showed that the removal rate
was higher in peroxymonosulphate-containing EC sludge than in either substances alone.
They found that the use of EC sludge as a catalyst is a suitable strategy for circular EC
sludge management.

Tezcan Un et al. [54] studied the utilization of sludge from tissue paper wastewater as
a catalyst. The sludge was collected from a small laboratory-scale batch EC reactor, which
is a small, fixed bed reactor, with Fe electrodes. The EC sludge had a consistency close
to that of red mud. Pyrolysis was performed at 500 ◦C. They found that the quality of
the bio-oil improved when EC sludge was used as a catalyst and that it was dependent
on the amount of catalyst under atmospheric pressure. They concluded that EC sludge is
a suitable catalyst in the catalytic pyrolysis of bio-oil and that it improves the quality of
bio-oil.

Shon et al. [35] studied EC sludge as a photocatalyst. The EC sludge was generated
from synthetic wastewater using Ti electrodes. The reactions of the Ti electrodes are
presented as reactions 10 (anodic reaction) and 11 (cathodic reaction).

Ti(s)↔ Ti4+ + 4 e− (Reaction 10)

4 H2O + 4 e− → 4 OH− + 2 H2(g) (Reaction 11)

After the EC treatment, the sludge was collected and calcinated at 600 ◦C to produce a
TiO2 photocatalyst. Their laboratory-scale photocatalytic investigation involved a small
airtight reactor equipped with two 10 W, 352 nm UVA lamps and a flame ionization detector
that could measure changes in acetaldehyde concentration. The results showed that the EC
sludge generated using Ti electrodes is comparable to the commercial photocatalyst P-25.
They also found that some nanotubes were formed.

Samy et al. [55] used Fe sludge generated from an EC treatment in a heterogenous
photo-Fenton process. Their main goal was to use EC sludge instead of Fe salts in the photo-
Fenton process. The sludge was calcinated at 500 ◦C for 4 h, cooled at room temperature for
24 h, ground, and then sieved using a 100-mesh screen. The sludge particles were spherical
and therefore had a high surface area. The photo-Fenton process was performed at pH
2–5. The optimal conditions were as follows: Fe sludge concentration of 150 mg/L, H2O2
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concentration of 1.5 g/L, presence of light, pH of 3, and an elapsed time of 180 min when
the phenol concentration was 50 mg/L. They concluded that EC sludge can be used instead
of Fe salts in the photo-Fenton process and that it is more environmentally friendly than
Fe salts.

EC sludge offers a potential application as a catalyst. In most studies, EC sludge
requires calcination before it could be used as a catalyst, increasing the cost of catalyst
preparation. The studies reviewed used Fe and Ti electrodes to produce sludge that was
used as a catalyst. There are also other electrode materials, such as Al and copper (Cu),
which can be used as electrodes in EC and as a catalytic material. The abovementioned
studies did not cover all catalytic processes; thus, more studies in this field are needed.

3.3. Valorization as a Pigment and Construction Material

Iron oxides are among the most commonly used pigments. Sludge produced from
EC treatment with Fe electrodes contains iron oxides and thus may be used as a pigment.
Meanwhile, Al is an important component of concrete materials. Sludge produced from
EC treatment with Al electrodes contains a high Al content and therefore offers a potential
application in construction materials.

3.3.1. Valorization of Sludge as an Fe-Based Pigment

Pigments are used in different industries, such as in the concrete, food, textile,
and paint industries. As shown in reaction 5 in Section 2.2, iron oxides form during
EC. Iron oxides have been widely used as pigments. The valorization of EC sludge as
pigment has been reported in some studies, which are presented below.

Tezcan Un et al. [22] investigated the valorization of EC sludge as a pigment in the
ceramic industry. They treated authentic electroplating wastewater using a batch EC
reactor with Fe electrodes at pH 2.4. During the EC process, nearly all Cr(VI) were removed
from the water and collected into the sludge. Their XRF and XRD analyses revealed the
high amounts of Fe and chromium (Cr) in the sludge. They used the brown and black
color mixtures with a sludge amount of 10 wt.% and 20 wt.% to compare these colors.
The pigments were calcined at 1250 ◦C. EC sludge is suitable for use as pigment in the
ceramic industry, and it was found to be environmentally friendly.

Tezcan Un and Ozel [36] studied the use of EC sludge produced during yogurt
wastewater treatment as a pigment. They used an EC batch reactor chamber with Fe
anodes and cathode. Their XRF analysis showed that the sludge mainly consisted of
Fe2O3. They used this sludge as a component of two color mixtures, namely, brown
(commercially available as Cr2O3, Al2(OH)2, and ZnO) and black (Co3O4). The pigments
were calcinated at 1200 ◦C. The results showed that the EC sludge can be used as a pigment
in the ceramic industry.

While many EC studies [56–59] have successfully removed dye from wastewater, none
have reported the use of sludge as a pigment. Based on the reviewed studies, iron oxides
are used as pigments, and they are captured during EC process with Fe as anode. These
studies have investigated one pigment color only; however, there are several pigment colors
produced by different manufacturers, such as Lanxess (Byeferrox products) and Sclieber
and Heyng (Ferroxon products). Studies on the valorization of pigments of different colors
must be conducted from the economic and environmental points of view.

3.3.2. Valorization of Sludge as a Construction Material

Starting during the last decade, people tend to prefer more environmentally friendly
construction materials, the production of which required considerable efforts from many
manufacturers. EU has implemented its own regulations on waste materials and on their
valorization [2]. Studies have investigated the use of sludge generated from different
sources as building blocks [60,61], which serve as the basic units in constructing various
structures (e.g., houses). However, only a few studies on EC sludge valorization as build-
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ing blocks were found, and no other such studies on construction material exist to our
best knowledge.

Sharma and Josh [21] mainly aimed to utilize EC sludge as a partial replacement
for non-structural building blocks. Sludge was generated in a laboratory-scale batch EC
reactor with stainless steel anode under the following conditions: pH of 7.8, current density
of 154.32 A/m2, electrode distance of 2.2 cm, and treatment time of 135 min. The EC
sludge obtained was oven-dried at 100 ◦C. They used 0–15% sludge to reduce the amount
of cement used in blocks. They found that the EC sludge particles are greater than the
cement particles. The wet and dry densities decreased with increasing amount of EC
sludge. The compressive strength test results showed that strength decreased when greater
than 7.5% EC sludge was used. They concluded that mixing EC sludge with cement is an
effective means of utilizing EC sludge in construction materials. In their study, 7.5% of EC
sludge was found to be the optimal amount of sludge to be mixed with cement.

Adyel et al. [37] studied the use of electrocoagulated metal hydroxide sludge (EMHS)
produced during the EC treatment of textile industry wastewater as a component of
building blocks used in construction. Main characteristics of sludge were Fe (87.1% of
total mass of sludge), Mg (7.3%), Si (4.8%) and Ca (0.5%). Other elements were under 0.1%
of total mass of sludge. They tested normal and pressurized building blocks containing
different amounts of EMHS mixed with clay. They collected wet EMHS from the textile
industry and brick-making soil and clay material from a local brick field. They used 10–40%
EMHS, along with other materials, and performed several rounds of each different EMHS
test. Also, 100% EMHS, clay, and soil samples were tested. The test bricks had a good size
and shape, and 30% of the EMHS samples showed suitable weight loss. The tested EMHS
samples that adsorbed water were categorized as second-class bricks. In the compressive
strength test, only 10% of the tested EMHS samples were classified as first-class bricks.
Overall, EMHS can be valorized as a construction material as well as in materials used for
non-loading purposes.

EC sludge has the potential to be used as a component of non-structural building
materials. This finding represents only one valorization possibility for sludge in the
construction industry, and more studies on sludge use in other construction materials
should be conducted. Some interesting fields of study include the use of EC sludge in
ready-mix concrete and in environmental concrete products, such as speed pumps or
driving barrier. Other interesting construction materials where sludge may be used include
mineral wool insulation or plastering.

3.4. Other EC Sludge Valorization Studies

Some EC sludge valorization studies have focused on other valorization purposes.
Hutnan et al. [62] studied the anaerobic digestion of sludge that has been formed in
municipal wastewater treatment. They used a small EC wastewater treatment plant
(SEWWTP) with a treatment capacity of 25 m3. Six Al and four Fe alternatively poled
electrodes were used. Anaerobic digestion was tested in a laboratory. They concluded
that the quality of the SEWWTP sludge differs from that of the conventional wastewater
treatment plant sludge. The biogas production from the SEWWTP sludge was significantly
lower than that in anaerobic digestion. Therefore, SEWWTP sludge is not recommended
for anaerobic digestion.

Kathiravan and Muthukumar [63] used EC sludge in ultrasound-mediated Cr(VI)
reduction. The EC sludge was collected during pharmaceutical wastewater treatment using
a laboratory-scale 0.5 L equipment with Fe anode and stainless-steel cathode. The Cr(VI)
reduction was observed in 250 mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing different Cr(VI) and EC
sludge concentrations. The EC sludge contains iron oxide, along with organic pollutants.
The increase in EC sludge increased the reduction rate for Cr(VI). Their study showed that
EC sludge can be valorized for Cr(VI) reduction with and without ultrasound.

Li et al. [64] studied nanocrystalline zinc oxide (ZnO), a semiconductor. They used
the sludge obtained during the EC treatment of soy sauce wastewater using Zn electrodes.
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The sludge was washed three times with distilled water, autoclaved at 150 ◦C for 24 h,
centrifuged, and washed prior to XRD characterization. They found that EC sludge can be
a source of ZnO nanomaterial, and they demonstrated a possible process to produce ZnO
nanowires from EC Sludge.

4. Conclusions

EC sludge valorization studies had been published worldwide in the past decade.
Many of these studies were conducted in the Middle East and Asia. It has been found that
sludge is valorizable and that it is an ecological and economical alternative for various
applications, such as pigments, fertilizer, construction materials, adsorbent, and catalyst.
This paper is a review of the EC sludge valorization studies published during the last
decade (2010–2020); however, it does not include all such studies published during this
period. Publications wherein the full text was inaccessible were excluded from this review.

Many studies have focused on collecting phosphate and/or N into EC sludge, while
some studies have investigated phosphate removal only. Many studies conducted during
the last decade have confirmed that phosphate and N can be simultaneously collected
from wastewater into sludge in the form of struvite, a slow-release fertilizer. Chemical
analyses have shown that the struvite formed during an EC process display a consider-
ably good quality, but its effect on the growth of plants or other organisms has not yet
been investigated.

As an adsorbent, EC sludge has shown suitability for the removal of some impurities.
EC sludge displays some characteristics similar to those of metallic oxides/hydroxides,
which are well-known adsorbent materials. In terms of dye removal, EC sludge has
been successfully used as an adsorbent, but only a few types of dye have been studied.
The pigment and nutrient removal through adsorption using EC sludge as an adsorbent
has been successful. In some studies, EC sludge was used as a catalyst, and promising
results were achieved. In most cases, EC sludge requires calcination at temperatures above
400 ◦C for hours. More studies should investigate the other applications of sludge as
catalysts.

Only a few publications on the use of EC sludge as pigment were found in the
literature. In the future, more studies involving a larger number of colors should be
conducted. Studies have shown that EC is suitable for dye removal; however, no studies
on the valorization of sludge that already contains some pigments have been found.
Valorization of EC sludge is one possible way to recycle Fe-based pigments. A few studies
have investigated the use of EC sludge in construction materials. These studies have found
that EC sludge could constitute the mass of building blocks to a certain extent. The use of
EC sludge in many construction areas remains unexplored, such as in ready-mix concrete,
environmental concrete products (e.g., draining channel, kerbstone, and parking element),
plastering, and possibly in a new mineral wool product for insulation.

Some studies on other applications, such as nanomaterial or biogas production,
have been published. However, on the basis of only one study, it would be difficult
to arrive at a conclusion regarding the effectiveness of the valorization of sludge in the
above applications. Thus, more studies in these areas should be conducted. A dried
EC sludge is easy to modify to form different products. EC sludge possesses chemical
properties suitable for use in 3D printing, landfilling, and as road base, to name a few. EC
sludge may also be suitable for applications not mentioned herein.

5. Future Research Needs for EC Sludge Valorization

More sludge valorization studies are needed to identify the other possible uses of EC
sludge. EC sludge offers a great potential application as a construction material, adsorbent,
and catalyst. In these applications characterization of sludge is needed to optimize the
valorization of the sludge. This needs more studies also from an economic point of view.
Furthermore, sludge has a great potential application as a fertilizer, making it useful in
farming, especially in developing countries. The sludge’s use as fertilizer must fulfill
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the requirements of laws such as EU Fertilizer Directive’s requirements and needs more
research. Studies on the impact of EC process parameters (e.g., anode and cathode materials
used, pH, current, and settling time) on sludge qualities are needed to acquire a better
understanding of sludge characteristics and to obtain EC sludge with a better quality for
further use.

The valorization of gases formed in the EC process should be further studied. It has
been found that approximately 15% of the total energy used in EC process can be replaced
by the energy derived from H2 gas if only it can be collected from EC systems. In the EC
process, developments that could bring all resources (i.e., treated water, sludge, and heat
and gases) into essential use are desirable. Different EC processes should be compared in
order to develop more efficient equipment. The development of an EC process that could
optimize sludge quality is one future area of study that deserves attention.

Studies of other sludge valorization possibilities are needed to promote sludge val-
orization in various fields or countries. Based on the published chemical analyses of various
EC sludge samples, EC sludge is potentially suitable for landfill use, as road bases, as a
recycled material that is useful in Fe and Al manufacturing, and as a 3D printing material,
among other applications. There is a need to study one sludge suitability in relation to
several different valorization uses. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies on
EC sludge valorization in any of these areas have ever been made.
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